Mannington Works.

Mannington is committed to being a "net user of waste." The corporate metric is waste-in over waste-out must exceed 1. Reduce waste streams from the manufacturing process and, at the same time, increase the reuse of waste materials in place of virgin raw materials.

We continually improve our product formulations and source new waste streams to increase our "waste in." We improve practices in our facilities and invest in new technology to produce flooring as cleanly, conservatively and efficiently as possible, thereby reducing our "waste out."

U.S.G.B.C. Member Since 1998

Choices that work

Mannington Commercial's eco-savvy hard and soft flooring solutions.

Specify Mannington Commercial.
800 241 2262 manningtoncommercial.com

Actions Speak with Mannington Commercial. This brochure was printed on stock composed of 100% recycled/50% post-consumer waste and is manufactured with 100% renewable energy. Please help us close the loop by sharing this brochure with another individual or recycling it. Thank you.
good choices.
choices that work.

Choices are a part of the design process. Which color? What scale? But when designing “green” with flooring products, too often those choices have been compromised. Performance or recycled content. Style or recyclability.

Mannington Commercial presents floorcovering innovations that change the “either/or’s” of sustainability/performance to “both/and’s.” Our dedication to sustainability is also demonstrated by the environmentally-forward flooring innovations listed here. Not just one or two products and services, but multiple options in each category. All good choices for your next project.

Choices that work.

Soft Surface
- NSF/ANSI 140 Platinum + Gold
- Carpet products with up to 40% recycled content
- Post-consumer recycled content available across all broadloom and modular product offerings
- LOOP® reclamation – closes the loop by recycling carpet tile back into new soft and hard flooring
- Adhesives meet VOC content limit of SCAQMD 1168
- Contributes to LEED
- ISO 14001 registered manufacturing facility
- CRI Green Label Plus
- CHPS 01350
- Green Globes
- Sample Return Program

Hard Surface
- NSF/ANSI 332 Gold
- Resilient sheet products with 35% recycled content (20% post-consumer and 15% pre-consumer content)
- LOOP® reclamation – closes the loop by recycling carpet tile back into new soft and hard flooring. VCT n2 VCT has diverted millions of pounds of VCT from landfills
- Drywall into Flooring – recycling flooring product back into new flooring product
- Adhesives meet VOC content limit of SCAQMD 1168
- Contributes to LEED
- ISO 14001 registered manufacturing facility
- FloorScore
- CHPS 01350
- Green Globes
- Sample Return Program
BioSpec MD, Mannington’s revolutionary homogeneous sheet flooring, is the ideal solution for healthcare applications. Featuring Mcare, anti-microbial technology and Quantum Guard™ HP high performance urethane wearlayer with aluminum oxide cured by a UV process provides exceptional wear and stain resistance. No polishing, no buffing option. BioSpec MD contains 5% post-consumer recycled content and is third party certified as environmentally preferable achieving NSF/ANSI-332 Gold.

Limited 5 Year Commercial Warranty. Limited 5 Year Quantum Guard HP Warranty.

Committed to domestic manufacturing, Mannington Commercial is the only source for US manufactured homogeneous sheet.
PREMIUM TILE

Vibrant and rich hues. Think of ColorPoint®, SolidPoint® and Brushwork® as “beauty with conscience”. Because of products like our premium tile, Mannington is reclaiming and diverting one ton of drywall per day from landfills.

Mannington is the first flooring company to utilize this waste stream. Our premium tile products are also equipped with an impressive work ethic. Patterns extend through the thickness of each tile to rebuff scuffs and scrapes ensuring lasting performance in the toughest traffic.

These products are third party certified as environmentally preferable achieving NSF/ANSI 332 Gold.
RELAY® RE

Relay® RE breaks ground offering a resilient sheet option with 35% recycled content - 20% post-consumer and 15% pre-consumer. Relay RE diverts one of the largest construction waste streams from landfills - post-consumer carpet - and closes the loop by putting this recycled content back into new product.

Manufactured with our patented Quantum Guard™ HP performance wearlayer, the superior appearance retention of Relay® RE reduces the need for harsh chemicals, cleaning agents and waxes.

These products are third party certified as environmentally preferable achieving NSF/ANSI 332 Gold.
INSIGHT® PLUS

Insight® Plus heterogeneous resilient sheet flooring is specifically engineered to reduce waste to landfills with backings that are manufactured using a total of 6% recycled content by total product weight, 50% post-consumer and 50% pre-consumer.

add LEED VALUE

- post and pre-consumer • recycled content
- award winning ultra-low • VOC ink system
- ISO 14001 and 9001 • made in the U.S.A •
Mannington Premium Rubber Flooring products offer a vinyl alternative with superior performance in tile, stair treads, or wall base.

Our rubber tiles and stair treads superior formulation eliminates the need for wax, harsh strippers and cleaning agents, lowering maintenance costs and impact over the life of the floor.

Mannington’s Reset recycled rubber sports flooring is specifically designed for high impact areas such as fitness complexes, recreation centers, gyms and other interior applications. Reset contains up to 90% post-consumer recycled content by total product weight.
INFINITY® RE

Infinity® RE, Mannington’s revolutionary modular carpet tile backing, diverts one of the largest construction waste streams from landfills—post consumer carpet. All Infinity® RE carpet products contain a minimum of 30% total recycled content, including 10% post-consumer recycled content by total product weight. These products are third party certified as environmentally preferable achieving NSF/ANSI 140 Platinum.

Infinity® RE products are warranted to never edge ravel, delaminate, zipper, dome or dish. Its non-aqueous polymeric impermeable pre-coat prevents wick back staining – backed by our lifetime, non-prorated warranty.
ULTRABAC® RE

Mannington’s standard broadloom backing, UltraBac® RE, affords both environmental and performance attributes. UltraBac® RE contains a minimum 10% post-consumer recycled content by total weight and is third party certified environmentally preferable achieving NSF/ANSI 140 Platinum.

All products on UltraBac® RE are backed with a lifetime non-prorated warranty to not edge ravel, zipper or delaminate.

ULTRABAC® RE

adds LEED VALUE

10% post-consumer • recycled content
NSF/ANSI 140 Platinum • ISO 14001 registered facility • closed loop recyclable via LOOP® • made in the U.S.A •
INTEGRA HP® RE

Integra HP® RE is Mannington Commercial’s high performance integrated broadloom backing with environmental attributes including a minimum of 10% post-consumer recycled content by total product weight. These products are third party certified as environmentally preferable achieving NSF/ANSI 140 Platinum.

It is available in 9’ & 12’ (widths for corridors), resists delamination, edge ravel, moisture penetration, pilling and fuzzing, withstands aggressive wet cleanings, and can be chemically welded for an aseptic barrier. Integra HP® RE has a lifetime wear warranty and a lifetime non-prorated backing warranty.

Integra HP® RE broadloom

10% post-consumer • recycled content
NSF/ANSI 140 Platinum •
ISO 14001 certified facility •
closed loop recyclable via LOOP® •
made in the U.S.A •

adds LEED VALUE
Another environmentally-forward innovation, REVOLVE® is our closed loop recyclable thermoplastic polyolefin modular backing system. Containing 40% total recycled content and a rapidly renewable resource, REVOLVE utilizes fewer raw materials and energy to manufacture than most modular backings. Certified NSF/ANSI 140 Platinum.

Backed with our non-prorated lifetime warranty, REVOLVE® is guaranteed not to edge ravel, delaminate, zipper, dome or dish. Its impermeable moisture barrier warranties no wick back staining.
The LOOP® carpet reclamation program allows you to recycle old carpet regardless of the original manufacturer. We utilize this material as post-consumer content in our carpet and hard surface products.

The industry’s first closed-loop VCT recycling program, VCT n2 VCT has diverted millions of pounds of VCT from America’s landfills – recycling it into our 10% post-consumer content premium tile and 5% post-consumer content BioSpec MD.

**DRYWALL INTO FLOORING**

Our Drywall into Flooring initiative reclaims and recycles 1 ton of construction waste drywall per day into new, beautiful flooring product.

Products contribute
to multiple LEED® credits

ACTIVE USGBC MEMBER SINCE 1998
We have installed 3.3 acres of solar panels on the rooftops of buildings throughout our New Jersey manufacturing facility, and are pleased that this is the largest solar array in the flooring industry. Nearly 1,000,000 kWh of clean energy are generated by these solar panels, helping power our site. This system reduces carbon emissions by 320 metric tons per year and generates enough energy to power the equivalent of 90 homes.

**INDUSTRY'S LARGEST SOLAR ARRAY**

**SAVE ENERGY NOW LEADER**

With a goal to improve energy efficiency by 25% over the next ten years, Mannington is progressing with ongoing, rigorous energy management efforts to increase the energy efficiency of all of its operations and thereby lower our carbon related emissions. We have partnered with the U.S. Department of Energy and are now nationally recognized as a Save Energy Now Leader.

**EPA SMARTWAY TRANSPORT PARTNERSHIP**

Mannington will contribute to the Partnership's goal to reduce 33 to 66 million metric tons of carbon dioxide and up to 200,000 tons of nitrogen oxide per year by 2012 by improving the environmental performance of our freight operations. Mannington is proud to participate in the SmartWay Transport Partnership with currently over 2,550 partners and aims to achieve fuel savings of up to 150 million barrels of fuel per year.
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